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Bandworld View 
Editorial

Let's Dump the Bb Version!

by M. Max McKee
Let me re-launch this ongoing argument by asking, "How many times have you as a band director
been in the audience and tried to sing the Star Spangled Banner when the band is playing in Bb?"

Unless you just remembered that you practically severed a vocal chord in the mid-strain, "Not
very often" or perhaps "Never" would be your response.

After I retired from the daily ranks of band directing in 1994, I attended literally hundreds of
games, American Bandmasters Association conventions, and countless other events where I
became a "singer." Now, there is a complete joke because almost no one can actually sing the
melody to our National Anthem without (1) screaming their head off in the high range or (2)
shifting octaves for the mid-strain. Almost invariably I switch to a bass line (which I like), but am
probably the only living human being in the football stadium singing any form of harmony! (One
bass and 2000 screaming sopranos...male and female...a balanced choir does not make.)

What I don't understand is: Why in the devil does anyone use the Bb version of the National
Anthem? The Ab version is in a darker, richer key, makes the band sound better and people in the
audience might even try singing it for a change.

What I'm hoping here is that you are a dyed-in-the-wool Bb fan (because the trumpet fanfares are
easy?) and will start yelling back. Somehow we need to bring this out into the open and see if we
can't get Americans really singing the Star Spangled Banner when they know with certainty that
they won't be getting a hernia trying to do so.

In addition, we'll eliminate those (not so) funny stories about the two bands performing the SSB
without a rehearsal and playing in parallel major seconds. (See "A Funny Thing Happened on the
Way to a Band Rehearsal #6" in the April-June 2007 issue of Bandworld Magazine.

There are so many good reasons to move to Ab where some wonderful arrangements in 4/4 also
exist. Please join me in being grumpy with directors who still insist on playing it in Bb. (Must be
trumpet players.)

Go on. Yell. I'm ready.                                                                  (Ashland, Oregon 12/30/2006)
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